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   Preface       

  For several decades, trade unions in Europe have been on the defensive. They 
have lost membership, sometimes drastically. Their collective bargaining 
power has declined, as has their infl uence on government and, in some coun-
tries, their public respect. Unions in western Europe achieved their great-
est socio-economic status half a century ago, in the context of large-scale 
industrial production (‘Fordism’) and the rise of the Keynesian welfare state. 
Leading employers were ‘national champions’, and national governments 
self-evidently shaped social and economic policy; it seemed obvious that 
unions were a crucial actor in a triangular relationship. 

 Today the landscape has changed irrevocably. Governments profess their 
inability to resist the dictates of global economic forces; major companies are 
almost universally transnational in ownership and in their production strate-
gies; trade unions are often disoriented. Many show obvious uncertainty as to 
their role in the 21st century, giving rise to internal confl icts. Some observers 
ask whether unions remain relevant socio-economic actors. But hard times can 
stimulate new thinking and hence provide new opportunities; the challenge is 
to review unions’ purposes and priorities and to devise new ways of achieving 
these. This can involve hard choices: not all objectives can receive priority, 
particularly when resources are scarcer. In our view, participation in the search 
for effective responses is a key task for socially responsible researchers. 

 Why do we insist that trade unions are (still) important subjects for sci-
entifi c analysis? First, unions provide a collective ‘voice’ through which 
employees can counter unilateral, and potentially autocratic, management 
control ( Freeman and Medoff  1984  ); they bring a measure of democracy to 
the employment relationship. Second, they constitute a form of ‘countervail-
ing power’ to the socio-economic dominance of capital ( Galbraith  1952    ); this 
function is even more important, if also far more diffi cult to perform, in an era 
of multinational corporations (MNCs) and the fi nancialization of the global 
economy. Third, unions are, at least potentially, a ‘sword of justice’ ( Flanders 
 1970  ): they have historically fought to defend the weak, vulnerable, and dis-
advantaged, have expressed a set of values—or ‘moral economy’ ( Thompson 
 1971  )—in opposition to the dominant dehumanizing political economy, and 
have offered aspirations for a different—and better—form of society. 
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 This book is the main outcome of a research project for which we received 
funding between 2006 and 2009 from the Danish Social Research Council 
( Forskningsrådet for Samfund og Erhverv ), enabling us to undertake our fi eld-
work. The original aim was to address trade union responses to globaliza-
tion. It soon became obvious that this defi nition was both too broad and too 
narrow. Too broad, in that globalization is a portmanteau concept with no 
agreed defi nition: it can be stretched to encompass virtually every major social 
and economic trend. Too narrow, in that unions face many challenges—the 
diffi culty of recruiting younger workers, to give just one example—which 
it would be far-fetched to attribute primarily to globalization. Our research 
developed in line with the unfolding global fi nancial and economic crisis: this 
was inevitably the main preoccupation of many participants in our fi eldwork, 
becoming a dominant background theme to the research. Since we focused 
on different countries at different phases of the crisis, comparative analysis 
became particularly challenging. 

 Our study includes larger and smaller countries from each of the four 
commonly identifi ed varieties of west European capitalism: in the Nordic 
case, Sweden and Denmark; the ‘central’ group of Germany, Austria, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium; in ‘southern’ Europe, France, and Italy; and the 
‘liberal market economies’ of Britain and Ireland. It would have been valuable 
to include countries from Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), but the limita-
tions of our linguistic abilities precluded this: we strongly believe that serious 
comparative research requires the capacity at least to read the languages of 
the countries covered. 

 In each country we recorded interviews with key offi cials at confederal 
level and in sectoral unions—normally including metalworking and public 
services—and in some cases at regional as well as national levels. This pro-
vided a range of perspectives, but certainly not a full picture. Normally the 
interviews were in the relevant national language. We also interviewed aca-
demic experts and other informed observers. Beyond this, we accumulated 
a large volume of primary documentation as well as digesting a mass of sec-
ondary literature. Studying trade unions, which are elaborate social organiza-
tions with often opaque internal political dynamics, in ten countries at a time 
of economic turmoil has involved issues of some analytical complexity. To 
return to the initial conception of our project, economic internationalization 
has clearly been a source of many of the key challenges facing trade unions, 
but change in industrial relations ‘is not so much driven by the juggernaut 
of global product markets but is the result of a complex interaction of mar-
kets, institutions and actors’ ( Kelly  2012  : 354). In the book that follows we 
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have attempted to do justice to this complexity, while also seeking to identify 
broad general trends and processes. 

 We are very grateful to the  Forskningsråd  for its fi nancial support, and to 
our colleague Steen Scheuer, now at Syddansk Universitet, who was the main 
award holder. Without the cooperation of our interview partners who will-
ingly gave of their time, often when themselves under great pressure—we 
recall one general secretary who had to interrupt our conversation in order to 
take a call from the prime minister—this study would have been impossible, 
and we offer our profound gratitude. We also record special thanks to Stefania 
Marino, who provided major assistance with our research in Italy and com-
pensated for limitations in our command of the language. Finally, we thank 
Heiner Dribbusch, Roland Erne, Janine Goetschy, John Kelly, Salvo Leonardi, 
Guglielmo Meardi, Steen Scheuer, and Kurt Vandaele, who made valuable 
comments on a draft of this book. The usual disclaimers apply. 

 We commence with two introductory chapters, the fi rst mapping the trade 
union landscape in the ten countries and the second presenting an overview 
of key challenges and responses. The next fi ve chapters are arranged the-
matically, each examining union initiatives in a key policy area. We make 
no attempt to present detailed conclusions to each chapter, for the separate 
sections stand on their own. We end, not with an overview of the book as 
a whole—an impossible task—but by returning to these themes by explor-
ing ways in which unions can integrate strategic action with democratic 
involvement. 

 Our hope is that this work will be of value, not only to scholars but more 
importantly to trade unionists themselves, as they struggle to fi nd solutions 
to immense challenges. Hard times, hard choices; but strategic initiative is 
still possible.  
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 Mapping the Terrain: Varieties of 
Industrial Relations and Trade Unionism 

       What is a trade union? More than a century ago, when Sidney and Beatrice 
Webb wrote their pioneering  History of Trade Unionism , they offered the fol-
lowing defi nition ( Webb and Webb  1894  : 1): ‘a trade union, as we under-
stand the term, is a continuous association of wage-earners for the purpose of 
maintaining or improving the conditions of their employment’. In their sub-
sequent analytical study,  Industrial Democracy  ( Webb and Webb  1897  ), they 
described trade union functions as comprising ‘mutual insurance’ (by which 
they meant providing fi nancial benefi ts when members faced adversity); col-
lective bargaining (a term which they themselves invented); and ‘legal enact-
ment’ (pressure for favourable government action). 

 These conceptions were limited by time and place. When they published 
a revised  History  in 1920 they referred to ‘the conditions of their working 
lives’, not just ‘employment’: a recognition that unions were concerned with 
the position of workers within society, not only in relation to their particu-
lar employer. They might also have noted that the growth in white-collar 
unionism made the reference to ‘wage-earners’ unduly narrow. Yet a more 
fundamental issue is that their much-quoted defi nition frames trade union 
purposes in terms of the defence of primarily economic interests, whereas 
the notion of ‘industrial democracy’ implied that unions were, at least poten-
tially, vehicles of social and political transformation. In their book with that 
title, indeed, they distinguished two trade union ‘devices’ which they termed 
‘restriction of numbers’ and ‘the common rule’: the fi rst defending the mar-
ket position of relatively advantaged groups of workers against encroach-
ment by others less favourably placed; the second pursuing improvements 
from which all could benefi t. 

 How far unions pursue narrow economic interests on the one hand, a 
broader social agenda on the other, changes over time and differs signifi -
cantly between (as well as within) countries. To an important extent, such 
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differences connect to contrasting understandings of trade unions and their 
primary objectives and modes of action. Do they recruit only employees, or 
also the self-employed, the unemployed, pensioners? Do they represent only 
their members, or the interests of a broader constituency? Is the agenda they 
pursue exclusively employment related, or does it encompass broader social 
and political issues? Do they rely primarily on peaceful bargaining (whether 
with employers or with governments), with strike action the very last resort, 
or do they often resort to mobilization and militancy, understanding trade 
unionism as a social movement rather than simply an organization? 

 Trade unions have been described as ‘intermediary organizations’ ( Müller-
Jentsch  1985  ), since their main task as collective actors is to deploy work-
ers’ collective resources in interaction with those who exert power over 
them. This means that it is impossible to understand unions in isolation. 
They are embedded in four main types of relationship. First, with their own 
members and constituents, giving rise to issues of democracy and account-
ability. Second, with employers, raising issues of recognition, and of the 
distribution but also production of profi t. Third, with governments, involv-
ing issues of the economic and juridical framework of industrial relations, 
the representative status of unions in policy-making—what  Ewing ( 2005  ) 
terms their ‘public administration function’—and the ‘social wage’ consti-
tuted by public welfare provision. Fourth, with ‘civil society’ (or ‘public 
opinion’), which has become increasingly important as unions’ intrinsic 
resources diminish and they seek external legitimacy and alliances with 
other non-governmental organizations (NGOs). We may note that the fi rst 
relationship generates a ‘logic of membership’, which implies responsive-
ness to members’ expectations; the second and third, a ‘logic of infl uence’, 
whereby action is adapted to the expectations of unions’ interlocutors in 
order to deliver results ( Schmitter and Streeck  1981  ); the fourth, however, 
transcends this division. 

 In this book we explore these four patterns of relationship in ten coun-
tries. Some scholars question whether nations are (still) the appropriate unit 
of analysis when examining the actors and processes of industrial relations 
( Katz and Darbishire  2000  ); and we will certainly consider some of the key 
variations within each country. But it is also important to stress that indi-
vidual countries (or groups of countries) possess distinctive confi gurations 
of institutions which establish the terrain of trade union organization and 
action. As Meardi insists (2011: 339), ‘if nations are not the beginning and 
the end of culture, they are not dead or irrelevant either . . . Law, political tra-
ditions and language are particularly important factors that operate mostly 
at the national level.’ For example, labour law in many countries precisely 
defi nes the legitimate actors in industrial relations, the status of collective 
agreements, the legality of strikes, the mechanisms for remedying disputes. 
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The functioning of works councils or committees, fi rmly established in most 
of the countries we examine, follows nationally specifi c rules which help 
defi ne the degree to which they are complementary to trade unions. Some 
‘state traditions’ ( Crouch  1993  ) assign unions an accepted role in the for-
mulation of public policy. In many cases, the processes of ‘industrial rela-
tions’ as understood in the anglophone world and of social policy are closely 
intertwined, giving unions a key role in the administration of the welfare 
state. The organization and preferences of employers differ signifi cantly 
across countries, with major implications for the character and coverage of 
collective bargaining (Clegg 1976). The institutional shape of trade unionism 
itself refl ects often long processes of historical evolution which are often path 
dependent and resistant to change; so, for example, ideological divisions 
which have lost much of their former resonance may still leave a powerful 
institutional heritage in confl icts between rival confederations which to the 
outsider possess little practical logic. 

 Certainly institutions can change, not least in the sphere of industrial rela-
tions: this is the theme of a large and growing literature ( Crouch  2005  ;  Streeck 
 2009  ;  Thelen  2004  ). However much some of the discussion of ‘globalization’ 
may exaggerate, the intensifi cation of cross-national competitive forces, the 
internationalization of fi nancial capital, and the strategic priorities of MNCs 
have indeed stress-tested national industrial relations systems. The policies of 
the European Union (EU), themselves among the drivers of economic inter-
nationalization, have also had a direct infl uence on national labour law and 
labour market institutions. To acknowledge such trends, however, is not to 
accept that homogenization has proceeded so far that national distinctive-
ness has vanished. When we survey European trade unions, national specifi -
city remains striking. 

 It has become common to distinguish between different ‘varieties of capi-
talism’ according to how far, and through what mechanisms, markets—
including labour markets—are socially and politically regulated.  Hall and 
Soskice ( 2001  ), in their pioneering exposition of the thesis, drew a dichotomy 
between ‘liberal’ and ‘coordinated’ market economies (LMEs and CMEs). 
Subsequent studies ( Amable  2003  ;  Hancké et al.  2007  ;  Schmidt  2002  ) have 
criticized this binary schema and developed more elaborate classifi cations, 
taking into account in particular the role of the state in managing the econ-
omy and structuring the labour market. An analogous debate has followed 
the effort of  Esping-Andersen ( 1990  ) to outline ‘three worlds’ of welfare pro-
vision: a privatized ‘liberal’ model, an egalitarian ‘Social-democratic’ model, 
and a state-led but inegalitarian ‘social insurance’ model. Here too, critics 
have argued the need to distinguish additional models. In both respects, 
attention to national socio-economic context is crucial for any comparative 
analysis of trade unionism. As Hoffmann and Hoffmann insist (2009: 389), 
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the impact on unions of similar external challenges is very different, ‘depend-
ing on their own organisational structures and political culture and on the 
particular variety of capitalism and welfare state model in which they are 
embedded’. 

 It has also long been argued that small countries, particularly when highly 
exposed to world markets, exhibit particularly strongly organized industrial 
relations ( Katzenstein  1985  ), and that unions are likely to be tightly inte-
grated into national policy-making institutions. Accordingly, our study 
includes larger and smaller countries and encompasses each of the four 
commonly identifi ed varieties of capitalism in western Europe: Sweden and 
Denmark, with Social-democratic traditions, exceptionally high union den-
sity, and elaborate egalitarian welfare regimes; Germany, Austria, Belgium, 
and the Netherlands, with institutionalized ‘social partnership’; France and 
Italy, with a history of strong Communist parties linked to adversarial and 
weakly institutionalized industrial relations; and the LMEs of Britain and 
Ireland. These four groupings are widely adopted as broad classifi cations of 
industrial relations regimes in western Europe ( Ebbinghaus and Visser  1999  ; 
 Visser  2009  ). We outline some of the characteristics of each country, pointing 
to the complexities affecting any attempt at classifi cation, and indicate ways 
in which traditional models have been changing. Some basic labour market 
indicators are presented in   Table 1.1  . We list the countries in the order of the 
summaries above.      

 We link these accounts to the literature on ‘varieties of unionism’, showing 
how traditional union identities have refl ected national contexts but are also 

    Table 1.1.    Labour market indicators, 2011   

 Population 
(million) 

 Employment 
rate 20–64 (%) 

 Female rate 
(%) 

 Fixed-term 
contracts 
(%) 

 Part-time 
(%) 

 Unemployment 
rate (%) 

 SE  9.3  80  77  16  26  7.5 
 DK  5.5  76  72     9  26  7.6 

 DE  82.0  76  71  15  26  5.9 
 AT  8.4  75  70  10  27  4.2 
 NL  16.5  77  71  18  49*  4.4 

 BE  10.8  67  62     9  25  7.2 

 FR  62.5  69  65  15  18  9.6 
 IT  60.0  61  50  13  16  8.4 

 UK  61.6  74  68    6  27  8.0 
 IE  4.5  64  60  10  24  14.4 

  * In NL, part-time status is defi ned as working under 35 hours a week; elsewhere, it is based on employees’ 
self-defi nition. 

  Source : Eurostat.  
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subject to transformation. As an indicator of two key features of different 
national models,   Table 1.2   presents data for membership density and collec-
tive bargaining coverage in each country, showing clear cross-national dif-
ferences and also signifi cant changes over time. Four points emerge clearly. 
First, density varies remarkably across countries, the differences even more 
striking if compared to the far more uniform proportion of voters support-
ing ‘left’ parties, usually regarded as partners within a broader labour move-
ment. Second, density has declined universally in the past three decades, but 
far more severely in some countries than others. In general, unions where 
membership levels were initially high have proved more resilient, thus dis-
parities have increased over time. Third, while there are clear differences in 
bargaining coverage, they are less dramatic; and some countries with very 
low union density have high coverage. Finally, coverage levels have fallen far 
less than union density, and indeed in some countries are today higher than 
thirty years ago. Overall, as  Checchi and Visser ( 2005  ) argue, the relative 
positions of different countries tend to persist: collective regulation seems 
path dependent.      

 Below we present a brief initial outline of our ten countries, focusing on 
the social, economic, and political context and the characteristics of each 
movement in the period of its greatest strength and infl uence. As part of 
this discussion we fi rst review some of the explanations for these distinctive 
national patterns. In the following chapter we survey the key challenges and 
changes which have threatened each of the national models, and present an 
initial overview of different attempts at ‘revitalization’.  

    Table 1.2.    Trade union density and collective bargaining 
coverage, 1980 and 2010   

 Union density  Bargaining coverage 

 1980  2010  1980  2010 

 SE  78  69  85  91 
 DK  79  68  72  80 

 DE  35  19  78  62 
 AT  57  28  95  99 
 NL  35  19  79  82 
 BE  54  52  97  96 

 FR  18  8  85  90 
 IT  48  33  85  80 

 UK  51  27  70  33 
 IE  64  37  64  44 

   Source:  ICTWSS database for 2008–9, based on national sources ( Visser  2011  ).  
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    Models of Trade Unionism   

 In any cross-national comparison one can use the telescope or the micro-
scope. The fi rst reveals broad contours rather than fi ne details, and from a 
suffi cient distance one mountain may resemble many others. On this basis, 
comparativists create classifi cations of country groups, proposing a parsi-
monious catalogue of types rather than insisting on the uniqueness of each 
national case (which would make comparative analysis virtually impossible). 
But there is always a trade-off between parsimony and accuracy. Through a 
microscope, the differences between seemingly similar cases become all too 
apparent. In the 19th century, Darwin distinguished ‘lumpers’ (who worked 
with broad, encompassing categories of phenomena) from ‘splitters’ (who 
emphasized the differences between cases). In the following discussion we 
lump our ten cases into the four groups outlined above, but in splitting mode 
outline key differences within each category. 

 Before turning to national cases, we address some key issues which recur 
in the scholarly analysis of comparative trade unionism. The  fi rst  concerns 
union membership and density. Approaches tend to be either longitudinal 
(examining growth and decline) or cross-sectional (addressing cross-national 
or intra-national variation—for example between manual and white-collar 
occupations, public and private sectors, male and female employees). There 
is a fashion for econometric analysis of national membership data. However, 
such analysis does not always take adequate account of the limits of national 
statistics, since these typically derive from unions’ own declarations, which 
may be exaggerated, particularly in countries with rival union organizations 
seeking to assert their own representativeness. More elusively, the very mean-
ing of union membership can vary cross-nationally. One reason why density 
in Sweden was until recently 80 per cent, as against only 8 per cent in France, 
is that to become a formal union member in France has traditionally implied 
a commitment to active participation and engagement, whereas in most 
other countries a far more passive affi liation is the norm. As Müller-Jentsch 
insists (1985: 22), ‘union density tells us nothing about the quality of the ties 
between the organization and its membership’. 

 Explanatory approaches are of several types. Traditionally, the most infl u-
ential were economic in focus, treating changes in the levels of employment 
or unemployment, or movements in prices and wages, as key causes of fl uc-
tuations in union density. Such approaches address longitudinal changes 
rather than cross-sectional differences; and they fail to explain trends in the 
Nordic countries and Belgium, which are often counter-cyclical. This can 
be explained by the key union role in the administration of unemployment 
benefi ts (at least until recently), creating a particular incentive to member-
ship in times of rising unemployment ( Ebbinghaus et al.  2011  ;  Van Rie et al. 


